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What are Custom Quantities?
Custom quantities are quantities that the user adds to enhance the information already included in
SMS. For each supported device type, SMS provides a list of standard quantities. SMS lets you extend
the list of quantities for a device type by defining custom quantities. You might need to define custom
quantities when:
• you have a new POWERLOGIC compatible product
• you’ve created custom register values in a model CM-2450 circuit monitor
• you want to display individual harmonics from circuit monitor models CM-2350 and up
• you want to use DDE to import data from another software package such as Excel

Once you’ve defined a custom quantity, it appears in the Quantities list boxes in SMS dialog boxes
along with the standard quantities. You can log the quantity, alarm upon it, and use it in custom tables
and interactive graphics diagrams. In short, you can use the custom quantity as you would use a
standard quantity of the same type.
There are two ways you might add a custom quantity:

• modify a standard quantity
• create a new quantity

Modifying a Standard Quantity
To modify a standard quantity:

1. Click File > Open > System and open the system to edit.
2. On the Setup menu, click Custom Quantities.
3. In the Setup Custom Quantities dialog box, click the Assign Quantities tab.
4. In the Device Type box, select the device type to which you will assign custom quantities.

SMS lists custom quantities that you have defined in the Available User Defined Quantities box.
5. Uncheck the Show Custom Quantities Only checkbox.

SMS adds the all standard quantities to the Available User Defined Quantities box.
6. In the Available User Defined Quantities box, select the quantity to modify. Click Configure.

SMS displays the Setup Registers for Quantity dialog.
7. In the register number boxes, enter the register number or numbers in which the custom quantity

is stored. (Refer to the device’s instruction bulletin for register numbers.)
If the device is a Modbus device, enter only the last four digits of the register number.
If the custom quantity uses multiple registers, and the registers are in sequence, enter the first
register number in the register 1 box. Then check the In Sequence check box and enter the
number of registers used in the Number of Register box.
If the custom quantity uses multiple registers, and the registers are not in sequence, enter the
register numbers in the Non-Sequential Register Numbers boxes.

8. For Modbus/Jbus Compatible and Sepam device types, select the appropriate data type for the
register. Refer to the device instruction manual for data types or function code(s). If this custom
quantity will be used as a control output, the data type must be either Output Coil or Holding
Register (these data types allow you to both read and write).

9. If the custom quantity is a Scaled Register Value format (the quantity format is chosen on the
Quantity Setup tab), select a scale multiplier from the Scale (Multiplier) box.
Factors A through F are for Square D standard devices only (such as circuit monitors and power
meters); these scale factors are described in the instruction bulletins for the devices.

10. Click OK.
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If the custom quantity is a digital function format, SMS displays the Setup Bitmask dialog box.
Continue with step 11. If the custom quantity is not a digital function, skip to step 14.

11. In the Status Names box, select the pair of status names that describes the purpose of the
custom quantity.

12. Click the bits in the bitmask until they are set to 1 or 0 as required. Leave an X for unused bits.
The bits define the bit pattern that coincides with the True status; when the bits in the specified
register exactly match the bitmask you define here, the status is True (equivalent to the Equal
condition being true in the Digital Function Setpoint Edit dialog box). When one or more bits in the
device register, excluding the bits you set to X in your bitmask, do not match the bits in your
bitmask, the status is False (equivalent to the Non-Equal condition being true in the Digital
Function Setpoint Edit dialog box).

13. Click OK.
SMS returns to the Apply Quantities tab.

14. Exit the SMS client, then shut down the POWERLOGIC network server. Restart SMS, and put
your system back online. Do this each time you create a new custom quantity or edit an existing
custom quantity; otherwise your changes will not take effect.

After you’ve modified the custom quantity, you need to assign it to a specific device type.

Data Types for Modbus/Jbus Compatible Devices
Data Type Description
Output Coil (R01/W05) Function code 01 for read.

Function code 05 for write.
Input Coil (R02) Function code 02 for read only.
Input Register (R04) Function code 04 for read only.
Holding Register
(R03/W16/W06)

Function code 03 for read.
Function code 16 for write except function code 06 is used for writes
when the “Present Single Register Write” option is selected from the
Advanced button in the Device Routing dialog box.

Creating a Custom Quantity

To create a new custom quantity, follow these steps:
1. Click File > Open > System to open the system to edit.
2. Click Setup > Custom Quantities.
3. In the Setup Custom Quantities dialog box, click the Setup Quantities tab.
4. Custom quantities that you’ve previously defined appear in the Quantities list. If you’ve not defined

any custom quantities, the Quantities list is empty. If you uncheck the Show Custom Quantities
Only check box, SMS displays the standard quantities (preceded by an S) along with the custom
quantities (preceded by a C). You can’t edit predefined quantities, but you can select them to view
their register numbers, units, and format.

5. Click Add.
SMS displays the Add Custom Quantity dialog box.

6. Enter an abbreviation name and quantity name for the new quantity, then click OK to return to the
Setup Quantities tab.
The abbreviation name (16 characters maximum) is used when creating DDE links, when
displaying data from onboard data logs, on history tables, on trend plots, and when creating
custom tables using the SMS Table construction utility.
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The quantity name appears in the Quantities list on the Quantity Setup tab. It also appears in other
quantities list boxes throughout SM, on real-time tables, quick tables, and interactive graphics
diagrams.

7. Check the desired Properties and select an appropriate Units Code and Format Code. If you want
to use the quantity for control outputs, choose both Writable and Digital Function.

8. In the Units Code box, choose the appropriate units.
9. In the Format Code box, choose the appropriate format. This is the field you will use to specify

weight factor when you are metering non-electric utilities.
10.Click Update to save the new quantity’s definition.

After you’ve defined new custom quantities, you need to assign them to specific device types.

Setting Up a Non-Electric Utility
SMS allows you to monitor custom quantities from non-electric utilities (such as gas, water, and steam).
The quantities, which are captured by the CM-2000, are scaled within SMS so they can be used in
reports, alarming, and logging.
We recommend that you set up a separate device name that has the same route as the circuit monitor
that is logging the non-electric information. This “duplicate” device will be where you apply the custom
quantities that meter the non-electric information.
Use the custom quantity setup feature to scale the non-electric data. The format code field specifies the
scaling. You then enter the register number from the circuit monitor for the quantity that you’re
metering.

Quantity Formats

Format Code
Register Combination

Notes

32 Real (IEEE) 2 registers This format is the IEEE 32 bit normalized floating point
number. Refer to IEEE Standard 754.

In Assign Quantities, the first register is for bits 16 through 31,
and the second register is for bits 0 through 15.

Date/Time (3 Regs) 3 sequential registers Register N: Low byte = Month 1-12, high byte = Day 1-31

Register N + 1: Low byte = Year 0-199 (equates to 1900
through 2099), high byte = Hour 0-23

Register N + 2: Low byte = minutes 0-59, high byte =
seconds 0-59

In Assign Quantities, choose “In Sequence,” 3 registers, no
Scale, and type in the first register number in the Register 1
box.

Date/Time (6 Regs) 6 sequential registers Register N = Seconds 0-59

Register N + 1 = Minutes 0-59

Register N + 2= Hours 0-23

Register N + 3 = Day 1-31

Register N + 4 = Month 1-12

Register N + 5 = Year 1900-2099

In Assign Quantities, choose “In Sequence,” 6 registers, no
Scale, and type in the first register number in the Register 1
box.

Digital Function 1 or 2 registers In order for the quantity to be solved true, all zero and 1
values read from the device must match the bitmask defined
in Assign Quantities. If two registers are used they are not
required to be sequential.

Energy (Modulo 10,000) 3 or 4 sequential registers CM2000 format: Each register is Modulo 10,000 (Range -
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9,999 to +9,999).

Result is [R4*10,000^3 + R3*10,000^2 + R2*10,000 +
R1]/100.

Units are in tenths of KWH, KVARH, or KVAH. Reportable
range for four registers is zero to 9,999,999,999,999.9.
Reportable range for three registers is zero to
999,999,999.9.

In Assign Quantities, choose “In Sequence”, 3 or 4 registers,
no Scale, and type in the first register number in the Register
1 box.

Mutually Exclusive Text N/A Not recommended for customer use.

No Format Single register Default format: Signed 16 bit integer; see “Signed Integer (16
or 32 bit)” below

Power Factor Single Register CM2000 format: Bit 15 is 0 for leading power factor, 1 for
lagging. Bits 0 through 9 store a value in the range of 100 to
1,000; divide this value by 1,000 to determine power factor.

Scaled Register Value Single register Signed 16 bit integer; see “Signed Integer (16 or 32 bit)”
below. In Assign Quantities, the decimal point is specified by
“Scale (Multiplier)”.

Sepam Power Factor (2
reg)

N/A Not recommended for customer use.

This selection will be available only if Sepam relay device
type has been installed.

Signed Integer (16 or 32
bit)

1 or 2 sequential registers For a single register (“signed 16 bit integer”), the range is –
32,767 to +32,767. Negative values are represented as
two’s complement.

For two registers (“signed 32 bit integer”), the range is –
1073741823 to +2147483647. Negative values are
represented as two’s complement.

Although the registers must be sequential, they must be
entered backwards in the Assign Quantities dialog, and the
“In Sequence” box must not be checked. For example, if the
quantity uses registers 100 and 101, register 101 would be
for bits 16 thru 31 and entered in the register 1 box in Assign
Quantities. Register 100 would be for bits 0 thru 15 and
entered in the register 2 box.

Modulo 10,000 1 to 4 sequential registers Each register is Modulo 10,000 (Range -9,999 to +9,999).

Result is [R4*10,000^3 + R3*10,000^2 + R2*10,000 + R1].

Range is zero to 9,999,999,999,999,999.

In Assign Quantities, choose “In Sequence”, 1 to 4 registers,
no Scale, and type in the first register number in the Register
1 box.

Text String N/A Not recommended for customer use.

R1*R2*10^R3, R4=
UnitsID

4 registers R4 is the Units ID number from the CS_UNITS table in
PLSystem.mdb.

R1*R2*10^R3 3 registers

Avg (R1+..+R4) * Scale Up to 4 registers Result is sum of registers divided by the number of registers.

The decimal point is specified by “Scale (Multiplier)” in Assign
Quantities.

R1/R2 * R3 * Scale 3 registers If R2 is a zero, the quantity result will be reported as zero.

The decimal point is specified by “Scale (Multiplier)” in Assign
Quantities.

R1 *...*R4 * Scale Up to 4 registers The decimal point is specified by “Scale (Multiplier)” is Assign
Quantities

Device Rating Constant *
Scale

Single register These quantities appear in the Device Rating Constants
dialog (Setup > Devices/Routing  > Ratings…).  These
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quantities are constants read from the database instead of
from the device. In Assign Quantities, however, the register
number entered into the Configure dialog must be any valid
communicating register number for the device type.

The decimal point is specified by “Scale (Multiplier)” in Assign
Quantities.

Avg (R1+…+R3) *R4 *
Scale

Up to 4 registers The result of the average is sum of registers divided by the
number of registers. If only two registers are used in the
average value, use R3 instead of R4 for the weighting
register in the Configure dialog.

The decimal point is specified by “Scale (Multiplier)” in Assign
Quantities.

Mod10K * R3 * 10^R4 4 registers Registers 1 and 2 are treated as Modulo 10,000 per the
description above.

IEEE32 * R3 * 10^R4 4 registers Registers 1 and 2 are treated as 32 Real (IEEE) per the
description above.

(R1+…+R4) * Scale Up to 4 registers The decimal point is specified by “Scale (Multiplier)” in Assign
Quantities.

Unsigned Integer (16 bit) Single register Range of values is zero to 65,535.

Assigning Custom Quantities
To assign custom quantities to a specific device type, follow these steps:

1. Click File > Open > System to open the desired system.
2. Click Setup > Custom Quantities. Then click the Assign Quantities tab.
3. In the Device Type box, select the device type to which you will assign custom quantities.

SMS lists the available custom quantities in the Available User Defined Quantities box. To list
both custom and standard quantities, uncheck the Show Custom Quantities Only box.

4. From the Available User Defined Quantities box, select the desired custom quantity and drag it to
the Device Supported Quantities box (or use the > button).
SMS displays the Device Quantity Setup dialog. Use this dialog to specify the register(s) that the
custom quantity is stored in.

5. In the register number boxes, enter the register number or numbers in which the custom quantity
is stored. (Refer to the device’s instruction bulletin for register numbers.)
If the device is a Modbus device, enter only the last four digits of the register number.
If the custom quantity uses multiple registers, and the registers are in sequence, enter the first
register number in the register 1 box. Then check the In Sequence check box and enter the
number of registers used in the Number of Register box.
If the custom quantity uses multiple registers, and the registers are not in sequence, enter the
register numbers in the Non-Sequential Register Numbers boxes.

6. For Modbus/Jbus Compatible and Sepam device types, select the appropriate data type for the
register. Refer to the device instruction manual for data types or function code(s). If this custom
quantity will be used as a control output, the data type must be either Output Coil or Holding
Register (these data types allow you to both read and write).

7. If the custom quantity is a Scaled Register Value format (the quantity format is chosen on the
Quantity Setup tab), select a scale multiplier from the Scale (Multiplier) box.
Factors A through F are for Square D standard devices only (such as circuit monitors and power
meters); these scale factors are described in the instruction bulletins for the devices.

8. Click OK.
If the custom quantity is a digital function format, SMS displays the Setup Bitmask dialog box.
Continue with step 9. If it is not a digital function, skip to step 12.
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9. In the Status Names box, select the pair of status names that accurately describes the purpose of
the custom quantity.
For example, if the quantity will be used to define a digital function for fan status, you would
probably select On/Off; for circuit breaker status you would select Open/Closed.

10. Click the bits in the bitmask until they are set to 1 or 0 as required. Leave an X for unused bits.
The bits determine the bit pattern that coincides with the True status. In other words, when the
bits in the specified register exactly match the bitmask you define here, the status is True
(equivalent to the Equal condition being true in the Digital Function Setpoint Edit dialog box).
When one or more bits in the device register, excluding the bits you set to X in your bitmask, do
not match the bits in your bitmask, the status is False (equivalent to the Non-Equal condition
being true in the Digital Function Setpoint Edit dialog box).

11. Click OK.
SMS returns to the Assign Quantities tab.

12. If SMS is online, take it offline by clicking the Offline command on the File menu.
• Exit, then restart, SMS.
• Put your system back online.

You can now use the newly defined custom quantities. You must perform step 12 each time you create
a new custom quantity or edit an existing custom quantity; otherwise your changes will not take effect.


